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Dissipation and dilatation
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Velocity dilatation, as well as total, solenoidal, and dilatational dissipation rates of the total flow kinetic energy are14
extracted from three different direct numerical simulation databases obtained by three independent research groups15
using different numerical codes and methods (e.g., single-step chemistry and complex chemistry flames) from six16
different premixed turbulent flames associated with flamelet, thin reaction zone, and broken reaction zone regimes of17
turbulent burning. Results show that dilatational dissipation can be larger than solenoidal dissipation in the flamelet18
regime and is substantial in the thin reaction zone regime. Accordingly, the influence of combustion-induced thermal19
expansion on dissipation rate is not reduced to an increase in the mixture viscosity by the temperature. A simple criterion20
for identifying conditions associated with significant dilatational dissipation is discussed and dilatational dissipation due21
to the influence of turbulence on mixing in preheat zones is argued to play a role even at high Karlovitz numbers Ka. In22
particular, the magnitude of dilatation fluctuations and probability of finding negative local dilatation are increased by23
Ka, thus, implying that the impact of molecular transport of species and heat on the dilatation increases with increasing24
Karlovitz number.25
PACS numbers: 47.70.Fw, 82.33.Vx, 47.27.-i26
Keywords: dissipation rate, solenoidal dissipation, dilatational dissipation, premixed turbulent combustion, thermal27
expansion, DNS28
I. INTRODUCTION29
The mean rate ρε of viscous dissipation of kinetic energy30
of a turbulent flow (or dissipation rate for brevity) is one of31
the most important quantities in the turbulence theory.1–6 The32
dissipation rate is defined as follows:33
ρε ≡ τi jSi j, (1)34
where35













is the viscous stress tensor, Si j =(∂ui/∂x j+∂u j/∂xi)/2 is the37
strain rate tensor, µ is the dynamic viscosity, µv is the bulk38
viscosity, ui is the i-th component of the velocity vector u,39
and δi j is the Kronecker delta, with the summation convention40
applying to repeated indexes. If µv = 0, the dissipation rate41
can be decomposed as follows:7–1142
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where ω2 = ωkωk is the enstrophy, ωi = εi jk∂u j/∂xk is the44
i-th component of the vorticity vector, Θ = ∂uk/∂xk desig-45
nates dilatation, and εi jk is the cyclic permutation tensor. The46
first and second terms on the right hand side (RHS) of Eq.47
(3) are known as solenoidal and dilatational dissipation,7 re-48
spectively, whereas the third and fourth terms are mixed terms,49
i.e. they contain contributions from both solenoidal and dilata-50
tional velocity components. In the following, these two mixed51
terms will be considered jointly. If the viscosity µ is constant,52
the mixed terms asymptotically vanish at high Reynolds num-53
bers because they contain spatial derivatives of mean quanti-54
ties, whereas the solenoidal and dilatational dissipations in-55
volve mean values of squares of local spatial derivatives. For56
the same reason, dissipation rates evaluated using total or fluc-57
tuating velocity fields are asymptotically equal to one another58
at high Reynolds numbers.59
In incompressible turbulent flows, dilatation vanishes and60
the dissipation rate is asymptotically equal to the solenoidal61
dissipation at high Reynolds numbers. If density varies due62
to pressure variations in high-speed flows, heat release at al-63
most constant pressure in low-speed reacting flows, or both64
pressure variations and heat release (e.g., combustion in su-65
personic flows), dilatational dissipation plays a role. For in-66































































































































of dilatational and solenoidal dissipations was reported7,12 to69
scale as αM2t in a first approximation, with the factor α being70
substantially less than unity. Here, Mt = u
′/C is the turbu-71
lence Mach number, u′ is the root-mean-square (rms) veloc-72
ity, and C is a representative speed of sound. In subsequent73
studies of compressibility effects on turbulence characteris-74
tics (spectra, a ratio of dilatational kinetic energy to solenoidal75
kinetic energy, a ratio of dilatational dissipation to solenoidal76
dissipation, etc.) in homogeneous non-reacting flows,13–18 de-77




16 with substantial dependence of χ on the turbulent79
Reynolds number Reλ = u
′λ/ν being also documented, as re-80
viewed elsewhere.17 Here, λ is the Taylor length scale and81
ν = µ/ρ is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid.82
Recently, Donzis and John17 have analyzed a large set of83
published and their own direct numerical simulation (DNS)84
data and have shown that the ratio χ is proportional to a ra-85
tio of dilatational and solenoidal turbulent kinetic energies, kd86
and ks, respectively, with these two ratios varying by almost87
ten and five orders of magnitude, respectively. When the same88
data are plotted vs. Mt , the scatter of the data is significantly89
more pronounced. More specifically, at Mt < 0.2, DNS data90
generated by Donzis and John17 using either solenoidal or di-91
latational forcing differ drastically from one another, i.e., the92
ratio χ can be as large as 103 in the latter case, whereas χ ≪ 193
in the former case (if Mt < 0.2). An important role played94
by the ratio of kd/ks was also revealed in a recent study of95
compressibility effects in mixing of passive scalars in homo-96
geneous flows.1897
In subsonic reacting flows, non-negligible values of the ra-98
tio χ were found in non-premixed flames with homogeneous99
initial conditions at 0 < Mat < 0.5
19–22 and in a spatially de-100
veloping shear layer at Mat ≪ 1.23 In all these studies, χ was101
significantly less than unity. Recently, Teng et al.16 numer-102
ically explored evolution of initially unmixed reacting flows103
embedded into homogeneous isotropic turbulence. The ob-104
tained DNS data show that the ratio χ depends substantially105
on a heat release parameter (a ratio of the heat of reaction106
to a reference enthalpy in the cited paper) and a Damköhler107
number Da, which characterizes a ratio of the turbulence and108
reaction time scales, whereas the dependence of χ on Reλ is109
weakly pronounced at high Da. Under conditions of the dis-110
cussed DNS, the ratio χ can be larger than unity if Mt = 0.6111
and the Damköhler number is as large as 3000. However, the112
computed χ is significantly less than unity for Mt = 0.2 even113
if Da = 3000.114
Accordingly, to the leading order, the influence of reaction-115
induced density variations on the dissipation rate may be as-116
sumed to be controlled by an increase in the solenoidal dissi-117
pation due to an increase in the viscosity with the temperature118
in reacting flows characterized by a low Mach number.16,20–22119
Contrary to the aforementioned studies of the influence of heat120
release on dissipation rate in the non-premixed mode of turbu-121
lent burning, the present authors are not aware on evaluation122
of the ratio χ in premixed flames (note that such a flame is123
characterized by significant spatial gradient of the mean flow124
velocity in the direction normal to the mean flame surface).125
Nevertheless, in a recent DNS study24,25 of highly turbulent126
premixed flames, the influence of combustion-induced ther-127
mal expansion on small-scale turbulence was also attributed128
to the increase in the mixture viscosity.129
Based on the recent findings by Donzis and John,17 John et130
al.,18 and Teng et al.,16 one may hypothesize that, in premixed131
turbulent flames characterized by Mt ≪ 1, the ratio χ depends132
on Reλ , kd/ks, the density ratio σ = ρu/ρb, and Da (note that133
the Karlovitz number defined later is proportional to Reλ/Da134
in premixed flames). In other words, if Mt ≪ 1,135
χ = f (Reλ ,kd/ks,σ ,Da), (5)136
where f is a “universal” non-dimensional function. To137
our knowledge, there are neither theories nor numerical138
data on the dependence of the ratio χ on the aforemen-139
tioned non-dimensional parameters. On the contrary, as re-140
viewed elsewhere,26,27 numerical modeling of premixed tur-141
bulent combustion relies commonly on theories and models142
of constant-density turbulence characterized by ∇ ·u= 0 and143
vanishing dilatational dissipation. Since dissipation rate plays144
a key role in the turbulence theory,1–6 eventual change of the145
physical nature of dissipation in premixed flames when com-146
pared to constant-density turbulence, i.e. appearance of di-147
latational dissipation in the former case, requires thorough in-148
vestigation and, in particular, evaluation of the ratio χ in the149
case of premixed turbulent burning.150
Accordingly, the major goals of the present study are (i)151
to examine dilatation in premixed turbulent flames character-152
ized by a very low Mach number and various (small, mod-153
erate, and high) Karlovitz numbers and (ii) to demonstrate154
that dilatational dissipation can play a substantial role in such155
flames. For this purpose, three DNS databases that are de-156
scribed briefly in the next section were analyzed. Results are157
reported and discussed in the third section, followed by con-158
clusions.159
II. DNS ATTRIBUTES160
Analyzed in the present work are the following three DNS161
databases: (i) Nagoya data that were created by Nishiki et162
al.28,29 about 20 years ago and were subsequently explored163
by various research groups,30–54 (ii) Bangalore data that were164
computed recently by Dave and Chaudhuri55 and were sub-165
sequently analyzed by two of the present authors,56,57 and166
(iii) KAUST data58–60 that were also used by various research167
groups.61–64 In the following, major attributes of these three168
DNS series are briefly summarized. The reader interested in169
more details is referred to the cited papers.170
All these unsteady three-dimensional simulations had cer-171
tain common features. First, they addressed statistically pla-172
nar and one-dimensional, adiabatic premixed flames propa-173
gating in rectangular channels. Second, the governing equa-174
tions were solved in compressible form. Third, homogeneous175
isotropic turbulence was generated in a separate box, was in-176
jected into the computational domain through the left bound-177
ary x = 0 and decayed along the direction x of the mean flow.178
Fourth, the simulated flows were periodic in y and z direc-179


























































































































bulent flow in the computational domain at t = 0. Subse-181
quently, the mean inflow velocity was changed twice28,29 or182
gradually55,58–60 to match turbulent flame speed. Sixth, in the183






where T is the temperature and subscripts u and b designate187
unburned reactants and burned products, respectively.188
Major characteristics of the simulated flames are reported189
in Table I. Here, SL and δL = (Tb−Tu)/max |∇T | are the lam-190
inar flame speed and thickness, respectively, σ = ρu/ρb is the191
density ratio, u′ and L are the rms velocity and an integral192
length scale, respectively, of turbulence generated in a box,193
τt = L/u
′ is the eddy-turn-over time, Ret = u′L/νu is the tur-194
bulent Reynolds number, Ka = (u′/SL)2Re
−1/2
t (SLδL/νu) is195
the Karlovitz number, and νu is the kinematic viscosity of un-196
burned mixture. The Karlovitz number is proportional to a197
ratio of the flame time scale τ f = δL/SL to the Kolmogorov198
time scale τK = (νu/ε̄)
1/2, with the coefficient of proportion-199
ality
√
Cd being of unity order if ε̄ =Cdu
′3/L.2,5 Certain spe-200
cific features of the discussed DNS databases are noted in the201
following subsections.202
A. Nagoya DNS database203
A computational domain of 8×4×4 mm was resolved us-204
ing a uniform rectangular (2∆x = ∆y = ∆z) mesh of 512 ×205
128×128 points.206
Combustion chemistry was reduced to a single reaction, the207
Lewis and Prandtl numbers were equal to 1.0 and 0.7, re-208
spectively, and the mixture state was completely characterized209
with a single combustion progress variable c. Temperature-210
dependence of molecular transport coefficients was taken into211
account, e.g., ν = νu(T/Tu)
1.7.212
Flames H and L are characterized by high and low density213
ratios, respectively, with all other parameters being approxi-214
mately equal (the first and second lines, respectively, in Table215
I). These flames are well associated with the flamelet combus-216
tion regime,65 as shown elsewhere.37217
Results reported in the following were averaged over trans-218
verse planes and a time interval of 1.5τt , associated with fully-219
developed flames, as discussed in detail elsewhere.51220
B. Bangalore DNS database221
The DNS data were computed adopting the Pencil code.66222
A computational domain of 19.18× 4.8× 4.8 mm was dis-223
cretized using a uniform mesh of 960×240×240 nodes.224
A lean (the equivalence ratio Φ = 0.81) and slightly pre-225
heated (Tu = 310 K) hydrogen-air flame was studied using a226
detailed reaction mechanism (9 species, 21 reactions) by Li et227
al.67 and mixture-averaged transport coefficients, which de-228
pended on temperature. The simulation conditions (flame IIS229




L and various con-
tributions to it vs. Reynolds-averaged combustion progress variable
c̄. (a) Nagoya flame H, (b) Nagoya flame L, (c) Bangalore flame IIS,
(d) KAUST flame A, (e) KAUST flame B, (f ) KAUST flame C.
in the third line in Table I, where IIS is an abbreviation of In-230
dian Institute of Science) are associated with the thin reaction231
zone regime65 of turbulent burning.232
As discussed in detail elsewhere,56,57 results reported in the233
following were averaged over transverse planes and various234
instants (54 snapshots stored each 5 µs over the time period235
1.401 ms ≤ t ≤ 1.566 ms).236
C. KAUST DNS database237
In cases A and B, a computational domain of 20×10×10238
mm was discretized using a uniform mesh of 512 × 256 ×239
256 nodes, whereas in case C, a computational domain of240
8.32×2.08×2.08 mm was discretized using a uniform mesh241
of 1280×320×320 nodes. To solve the governing equations,242
an eighth-order central difference and an explicit fourth-order243
Runge-Kutta schemes were employed.58244
A lean (Φ = 0.70) hydrogen-air flame (Tu = 300 K) was245
studied using a detailed reaction mechanism (9 species, 19246
reactions) by Burke et al.68 and mixture-averaged transport247
coefficients, which depended on temperature. The simulation248
conditions (the three bottom lines in Table I) are associated249
with flamelet, thin reaction zone, and broken reaction zone250
regimes65 of turbulent burning in cases A, B, and C, respec-251
tively.252
As discussed in detail elsewhere,63 results reported in the253
following were averaged over transverse planes and six dif-254
ferent instants in each case, i.e., at t/τt = 0.57, 0.67, 0.77,255
0.86, 0.96, and 1.05 in case A and at t/τt = 4.1, 4.8, 5.5, 6.2,256
6.8, and 7.5 in cases B and C.257
Since the major characteristics of the Nagoya flame H and258
the KAUST flame A are similar and both flames are associated259
with flamelet combustion regime, comparison of results com-260
puted in these two cases allows us to examine the influence261
of combustion chemistry and diffusive-thermal effects69–71 on262
the dissipation rate. Comparison of results obtained from the263
Bangalore flame IIS and the KAUST flame B, which both264
have similar major characteristics and are associated with thin265
reaction zone regime of turbulent burning, allows us to check266
the consistency of the two databases. Moreover, comparison267
of results obtained from the KAUST flames A, B, and C al-268
lows us to explore the influence of Karlovitz number on the269


























































































































TABLE I. Characteristic parameters of DNS cases
Flame SL, m/s δL, mm σ u
′, m/s L ,mm τt , ms Ret Ka Ka/(σ −1) Mt
H 0.6 0.217 7.53 0.53 3.5 6.6 96 0.60 0.09 0.0015
L 0.416 0.158 2.50 0.53 3.5 6.6 96 0.64 0.43 0.0015
IIS 1.84 0.36 6.15 6.7 3.1 0.46 950 19.0 3.7 0.02
A 1.36 0.36 5.95 0.95 5.0 5.3 227 0.75 0.15 0.002
B 1.36 0.36 5.95 6.8 5.0 0.74 1623 14.4 2.91 0.02
C 1.36 0.36 5.95 19.0 1.4 0.076 1298 126 25.5 0.055
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION271
A. Comparison of solenoidal and dilatational dissipations272
Figure 1 shows the total (solid lines), solenoidal (dashed273
lines), and dilatational (dotted-dashed lines) dissipations ex-274
tracted from the six DNS data sets, as well as the sum (double-275
dashed-dotted lines) of the last two terms on the RHS of Eq.276
(3), referred to as “mixed.” The following trends are worth277
noting.278
First, in all six cases the sum of the last two terms on the279
RHS of Eq. (3), whether it is positive or negative, is signifi-280
cantly less than the total dissipation, including flames H and L281
for which the turbulent Reynolds number is rather small (Figs.282
1a and 1b).283
Second, for flames H, L, and A in the flamelet combus-284
tion regime, the dilatational dissipation can be larger than the285
solenoidal dissipation. In flame H, characterized by a low Ka286
and a high density ratio, the ratio χ defined by Eq. (4) is sig-287
nificantly larger than unity in the entire flame brush, with the288
exception of its trailing zone (c̄ > 0.95). In flame L, char-289
acterized by a comparable Ka, but a significantly lower den-290
sity ratio, the ratio χ is smaller (larger) than unity at c̄ < 0.4291
(c̄ > 0.4, respectively). This trend is attributed to decay of292
the turbulence in the direction of the mean flow and a weak293
(due to a low density ratio) influence of baroclinic torque on294
vorticity within the L flame brush.36 In flame H, such an in-295
fluence is much stronger, as discussed in detail elsewhere.36296
In flame A characterized by a slightly higher (when com-297
pared to flame H) Ka and a lower density ratio, the ratio χ298
is smaller (larger) than unity at c̄ > 0.4 (c̄ < 0.4, respectively).299
Differences in the behaviour of the ratio χ in flame A com-300
pared to flames H/L stem not only from complex-chemistry,301
but also from diffusive-thermal effects, i.e. significant local302
variations in the temperature and equivalence ratio due to im-303
balance of heat and species fluxes from and to reaction zones304
curved and strained by turbulent eddies. Such effects are well305
known to play an important role in lean hydrogen-air turbulent306
flames, as reviewed elsewhere,69–71 and, in particular, can sig-307
nificantly reduce local burning rate and combustion tempera-308
ture in negatively curved reaction zones. Since the probabil-309
ity of finding such reaction zones is higher at large c̄ due to310
purely topological reasoning, diffusive-thermal effects could311
substantially reduce dilatational dissipation at large c̄ in lean312
hydrogen-air turbulent flames.313
Third, even in flames IIS and B, characterized by Ka > 10314
and associated with the thin reaction zone regime of premixed315
burning, differences between the total and solenoidal dissipa-316
tions are significant, implying that the dilatational dissipation317
is not negligible.318
Fourth, in flame C, characterized by Ka > 100 and associ-319
ated with the broken reaction zone regime of premixed turbu-320
lent burning, the total dissipation is mainly controlled by the321
solenoidal dissipation. This observation is consistent with re-322
cent DNS data that were also obtained from highly turbulent323
flames.24,25 Nevertheless, even in this case, dilatational dis-324
sipation is substantial at c̄ < 0.1. Physical mechanisms that325
could explain this observation will be discussed later. The326
rapid decrease in ρε with c̄ observed in Fig. 1f is attributed to327
turbulence decay due to an increase in the mixture viscosity328
with increasing temperature.329
All in all, Fig. 1 shows that (i) dilatational dissipation330
can play an important role even at low Mach numbers and331
(ii) in the flamelet and thin reaction zone regimes of pre-332
mixed burning, the influence of combustion-induced thermal333
expansion on dissipation rate is not only due to an increase in334
the mixture viscosity by the temperature, as commonly be-335
lieved. Rather, the combustion-induced thermal expansion336
changes the physical nature of the dissipation, shifting from337
the dissipation of vortices in constant-density turbulence to the338
dilatation-controlled dissipation in a premixed flame. Such339
a fundamental change in the nature of the dissipation in pre-340
mixed flames casts doubts on the direct application of conven-341
tional constant-density turbulence models for simulations of342
premixed combustion. Other phenomena associated with the343
influence of combustion-induced thermal expansion on turbu-344
lence in premixed flames are reviewed elsewhere.26,27345
B. A simple criterion to estimate importance of dilatational346
dissipation347
The simplest estimate of a criterion for indicating impor-348
tance of dilatational dissipation can be obtained by compar-349
ing the magnitude of dilatation in the unperturbed laminar350
flame, i.e. (σ − 1)SL/δL, with the mean magnitude τ−1K of351
velocity gradients generated by the smallest eddies. Accord-352
ingly, dilatational dissipation is expected to play a minor role353
if Ka/(σ −1) is significantly larger than unity. As reported in354
Table I, these values are consistent with the results shown in355
Fig. 1f. A similar criterion of importance of thermal expan-356
sion effects in premixed turbulent flames was earlier proposed357
by Bilger,72 but based on a different reasoning. Recent DNS358


























































































































terion, while dilatational and solenoidal dissipations are not360
compared in the cited papers.361
Nevertheless, the above simple criterion should be consid-362
ered with a few cautions. First, it compares a statistically363
averaged turbulence characteristic, i.e. τ−1K , with dilatation364
(σ − 1)SL/δL in the local laminar flame. To be more consis-365
tent, multiplication of the dilatation with a probability γ of366
finding such local flames should be used when comparing di-367
latational and solenoidal dissipations in a premixed turbulent368
flame. Accordingly, Ka/(σ − 1) should be compared with369
γ < 1, rather than unity. Since the probability γ is likely to in-370
crease with increasing Ka in moderately turbulent flames and371
to reach a plateau close to unity at Ka ≫ 1 and Da ≪ 1,75372
the actual quantitative criterion is expected to be more com-373
plicated.374
Second, since combustion increases the mixture viscosity,375
and hence τK , evaluation of this time scale at a temperature376
higher than Tu, e.g. (Tu+Tb)/2, appears to be more consistent.377
In such a case, Ka/(σ − 1) should be compared with γ[(1+378
σ)/2]0.85 if ν = νu(T/Tu)
1.7. For typical values of σ , the379
factor of γ[(1+σ)/2]0.85 could be sufficiently close to unity380
in the vicinity of the boundary of the domain of importance of381
dilatational dissipation, but further research into the discussed382
criterion is definitely required.383
Third, in premixed turbulent flames, dilatational dissipation384
can result not only from heat release, but also from the in-385
fluence of turbulence on molecular mixing in the local flame386
zones characterized by a negligible heat release rate. To il-387
lustrate such an effect in a simple manner, let us consider388

















+ ω̇T , (7)392
where cp is the mixture heat capacity at constant pressure, ω̇T393
is the heat release rate, and the symbol Jk,T designates the k-th394
component of the flux vector JT , which involves fluxes due to395
molecular transport of heat and species. Using the ideal gas396
state equation of pW = ρRT and considering the asymptotic397
case of a low Mach number M ≪ 1, which is typical for pre-398
mixed flames,76,78 the product of ρT may be substituted with399
ρT = ρuTu[(W/Wu)+O(M
2)]. Here, W is molecular weight400
of the mixture and R is the universal gas constant. Accord-401






















Furthermore, variations in the molecular weight W are weak405
in a typical premixed flame, where W ≈ Wu is controlled by406
the molecular weight of N2 to the leading order. Accord-407
ingly, the ideal gas state equation is commonly simplified to408
ρT = ρuTu in the premixed combustion literature.
76–78 In such409
FIG. 2. Typical 2D images of heat release rate expressed in W/m3
(top row), normalized dilatation rate Θ/[(σ −1)SL/δL] (middle row),





row, with the color scale being logarithmic) in the KAUST flames A
(left column), B (middle column), and C (right columns).
FIG. 3. Probability Density Functions P(Θ) for the local instanta-
neous dilatation Θ(x, t) normalized using (σ − 1)SL/δL and condi-
tioned to various values of the local instantaneous c(x, t), specified
in legends. (a) Bangalore flame IIS, (b) KAUST flame A, (c) KAUST
flame B, (d) KAUST flame C.


















|∇T |= ρ(Tb −Tu)
ρuTu
Sd |∇c|, (9)412
where κ designates molecular heat diffusivity of the mixture413
and Sd ≡ [∇ · (ρκcp∇T )+ ω̇T ]/(ρcp|∇T |) is a displacement414
speed77 of the iso-surface T (x, t) =const.415
Even if time and spatial derivatives of the pressure p and416
molecular weight W are neglected in Eq. (9), this simpli-417
fied equation offers an opportunity to illustrate that the local418
dilatation may be significantly affected by molecular fluxes419
in preheat (and, to a lesser extent, in radical recombination)420
zones associated with low reaction rates. Moreover, molecu-421
lar mixing in turbulent flows is known to be significantly af-422
fected by turbulent eddies.2 Accordingly, at small and large423
c(x, t), the local dilatation could be controlled by turbulence424
if it is sufficiently strong and the sign of Θ may be not only425
positive, but also negative (contrary to unperturbed laminar426
premixed flames where dilatation is always positive). In-427
deed, in Eq. (9), the dilatation Θ is proportional to the dis-428
placement speed Sd , with negative displacements speeds be-429
ing well documented in DNS studies of highly turbulent pre-430
mixed flames.55,82–87 Henceforth, dilatation that stems from431
the influence of turbulent eddies on molecular mixing in zones432
where the temperature field is non-uniform due to combustion433
is called turbulence-controlled dilatation for brevity. Since434
both this influence and the negative displacement speeds are435
more pronounced in more intense turbulence, that dilatation436
could play a substantial role even at a high Karlovitz num-437
ber and, in particular, could notably affect the dissipation rate.438
Appearance of zones characterized by negative dilatation and439
substantial dilatational dissipation is observed upstream of the440
heat release zone in images plotted in Fig. 2 for the KAUST441
flames B and, especially C. Certain DNS data that are consis-442
tent with this hypothesis are presented in the next subsection.443
C. Influence of Karlovitz number on dilatation444
Figure 3 shows variations in the conditioned Probability445


























































































































FIG. 4. Correlation coefficients Ca,b = (ab− āb̄)/(a′2 b′2)1/2 be-
tween dilatation and (a) combustion progress variable c, (b) strain
rate at , (c) heat release rate ω̇T /cp, and (d) the magnitude |∇c| of the
gradient of the combustion progress variable vs. Reynolds-averaged
combustion progress variable c̄. Abbreviation IIS refers to flame I
simulated in the Indian Institute of Science.
combustion progress variable c(x, t) that the PDF is con-447
ditioned to. These PDFs have been sampled from the en-448
tire computational domains in the complex-chemistry cases449
IIS, A, B, and C. Henceforth, the symbol Θ∗ designates the450
local instantaneous dilatation rate Θ(x, t) normalized using451
(σ −1)SL/δL. The following trends are worth noting.452
First, the variations in P(Θ∗) with c(x, t) are non-453
monotonic. That is, in the upstream region, as c(x, t) in-454
creases from 0.1 to 0.3, the peak value of the normalized di-455
latation increases while the PDF distribution broadens (with456
an exception for case IIS). As c(x, t) increases further from457
0.3 to 0.7, the PDF distribution becomes narrower while the458
peak value decreases. This behavior is attributed to the fact459
that the dilatation and heat release rate peak in the interval of460
0.2 < c < 0.3 in the unperturbed laminar flames associated461
with the Bangalore and KAUST simulations. Moreover, the462
monotonic attenuation in turbulence intensity leads to a nar-463
rower PDF distribution towards the downstream of the flame.464
Second, as expected, the PDFs are wider in more intense465
turbulence, i.e. at higher Ka, cf. flames A, B, and C.466
Third, while the probability of finding negative dilatation is467
low in flames IIS, A, and B, the PDF P(Θ∗) does not vanish468
at negative Θ∗ in case C, thus indicating that the turbulence-469
controlled dilatation does play a role in flame C.470
The role of turbulence-controlled dilatation at strong tur-471
bulence is further evidenced in Fig. 4, which reports vari-472
ous correlation coefficients Ca,b = (ab− āb̄)/(a′2 b′2)1/2. In473
particular, Fig. 4a shows that, in flame H, L, IIS, A, or B,474
the correlation coefficient CΘ,c between dilatation and com-475
bustion progress variable decreases monotonously with c̄ in476
the largest part of the mean flame brush with the exception477
of its trailing zones. This trend is associated with the facts478
that (i) appearance of the local flame in a point x close to the479
leading (trailing) edge of the mean flame brush causes a pos-480
itive (negative) local fluctuation c′(x, t) and (ii) combustion-481
induced dilatation is predominantly positive in these weakly482
and moderately turbulent flames. Accordingly, CΘ,c is posi-483
tive at c̄ < c∗ and negative at c̄ > c∗, with c∗ being close to484
0.5. However, such behaviour is not observed in the highly485
turbulent flame C, where CΘ,c is close to zero at c̄ < 0.3, thus,486
implying that other physical mechanisms (e.g. the influence487
of turbulence on molecular mixing) significantly affect dilata-488
tion in that zone. Moreover, in flame C, the coefficient CΘ,c489
decreases at c̄ > 0.3 eventually due to the rapid decay of tur-490
bulence, as seen in Fig. 1f. Due to this rapid decay, the491
turbulence-controlled dilatation effect pronounced in flame C492
becomes mitigated at c̄ > 0.3.493
Figure 4b shows that the correlation coefficient CΘ,at be-494
tween dilatation and the local strain rate at = −nn : ∇u+495
∇ ·u is about 0.4-0.5 in the largest parts of the IIS, A, and496
B flame brushes, as well as in flame C provided that c̄ > 0.3.497
Here, n = −∇c/|∇c| designates the unit normal vector. This498
positive correlation is attributed to a decrease in the local499
flame thickness (and, hence, an increase in dilatation) in pos-500
itively strained local flames. Such an effect is well known501
in the theory of strained laminar premixed flames88 since the502
pioneering work by Klimov.89 An increase in CΘ,at with c̄503
in the single-step-chemistry flames H and L is attributed to504
a more important role played by the local curvature (strain505
rate) at small (large, respectively) c̄ in these flames, as dis-506
cussed elsewhere.42 However, in the leading zone (c̄ < 0.3) of507
flame C, the correlation coefficient is significantly lower than508
in other complex-chemistry flames, implying again that other509
physical mechanisms (e.g. the influence of turbulence on510
molecular mixing) significantly affect dilatation in that zone.511
Figure 4c shows that the correlation coefficient CΘ,ΩT be-512
tween dilatation and the local heat release rate ΩT = ω̇T/cp513
is close to unity in the largest parts of the IIS, A, and B514
flame brushes with the exception of their trailing edges, as515
well as in flame C at 0.6 < c̄ < 0.85. Such a strong cor-516
relation implies that the dilatation is mainly controlled by517
the combustion-induced thermal expansion in these complex-518
chemistry flames. In the leading zone of the C flame brush,519
however, the correlation coefficient is lower, again suggesting520
that other physical mechanisms (e.g. the influence of turbu-521
lence on molecular mixing) significantly affect dilatation in522
that zone. Note that, in the single-step-chemistry flames H523
and L, the coefficient CΘ,ΩT is lower, because dilatation and524
heat release rates peak at significantly different c (0.66 and525
0.89, respectively) in the unperturbed laminar flames.526
Figure 4d shows that the behaviour of the correlation coef-527
ficient CΘ,|∇c| between dilatation and |∇c| is similar to the be-528
haviour of CΘ,ΩT , discussed above. The large value of CΘ,|∇c|529
results directly from Eq. (9) that shows that Θ ∝ |∇c|. Lower530
values of CΘ,|∇c| obtained in the leading zone of flame C in-531
dicate that the influence of turbulence on Sd (or, more specif-532
ically, on the molecular mixing term in the definition of Sd)533
plays an important role in that zone, in line with the above534
discussion of other results reported in Fig. 4. Moreover, these535
results reveal a way that flame propagation resists to turbu-536
lent perturbations, an effect that, to our knowledge, has not537
yet been discussed in the literature. In other words, if turbu-538
lence strongly perturbs a flame locally and makes Sd negative539
in the flame preheat zone, the turbulence-controlled dilatation540
increases the local dissipation rate, thus mitigating the local541
turbulence.542
Overall, the present DNS data (in particular, data obtained543
from flame C) indicate that the turbulence-controlled dilata-544
tion may play a role even in highly turbulent flames and, there-545
fore, may notably contribute to the total dissipation rate. This546
issue definitely requires further DNS research into premixed547
turbulent flames characterized by Karlovitz numbers higher548
than the value of Ka = 126, which was reached in case C.549
Note that if Ka is increased by decreasing the integral550
length scale L, the mean flame brush thickness δt may be de-551
creased. Such an effect is evident in flame C when compared552
to flames A and B, as discussed elsewhere.63 In particular, in553


























































































































FIG. 5. Mean dilatation ∇ · ū normalized using (σ − 1)SL/δL vs.
Reynolds-averaged combustion progress variable.
FIG. 6. Magnitude (∇ ·u′)2 of dilatation fluctuations, normalized
using (σ − 1)2S2L/δ 2L , vs. Reynolds-averaged combustion progress
variable.
a factor of about 3.5 than in case A or B and (ii) is approxi-555
mately equal to 3δL. The decrease in δt results in increasing556
the mean dilatation ∇ · ū. Indeed, Fig. 5 shows that ∇ · ū557
is significantly larger in case C when compared to other five558
cases.559
Figure 6 shows that the magnitude (∇ ·u′)2 of dilatation560
fluctuations is significantly larger in flame C when compared561
to other five cases. However, this difference is related more562
to the turbulence-controlled dilatation rather than to the small563
thickness δt of flame C.564
D. Influence of diffusive-thermal effects on dilatation565
When analyzing results plotted in Fig. 1f, one might at-566
tribute substantial values of dilatational dissipation observed567
at the leading edge of the mean C flame brush to diffusive-568
thermal effects, which are discussed in detail elsewhere.69–71569
Such effects are well known to cause significant changes in570
the local equivalence ratio and enthalpy (when compared to571
the reference unperturbed laminar flame) due to imbalance of572
local heat and species fluxes from/to reaction zones wrinkled573
and strained by turbulent eddies. As a result, in lean hydrogen-574
air turbulent flames, local reaction rates, |∇c|, and combustion575
temperature can be increased if the local flame curvature or576
strain rate is positive.88 Consequently, the local dilatation can577
also be increased.578
Such effects are revealed in Fig. 7, which reports PDFs579
P(Θ∗) of the normalized dilatation conditioned to various ra-580
tios of ΩT (x, t)/max{ΩT (x, t)}, with the maximum (over581
the entire computational domain and various instants) heat582
release rates max{ΩT (x, t)} being different due to different583
magnitudes of the diffusive-thermal effects. More specifi-584
cally, max{ΩT (x, t)} is significantly increased by Ka, i.e.585
max{ΩT (x, t)}= 8600, 13 500 and 30 000 (g · K)/(cm3·s) in586
flames A, B, and C, respectively. Figure 7 shows that a higher587
rate ΩT (x, t) is statistically linked with a higher normalized588
dilatation Θ∗, with the highest local values of ΩT (x, t) being589
accompanied by the highest local values of Θ∗, as for c= 0.75590
and 0.90. The effect is strongly pronounced in case C, where591
Θ
∗ can be as large as 12. Note that an increase in Θ∗ from592
FIG. 7. Probability density functions P(Θ∗) of the normalized di-
latation conditioned to various ratios of ΩT (x, t)/max{ΩT (x, t)},
specified in legends. The PDFs have been sampled from the entire
computational domains. (a) Bangalore flame IIS, (b) KAUST flame
A, (c) KAUST flame B, (d) KAUST flame C.
FIG. 8. (a) Probability density functions P(δ−1L ∇ ·n) of the nor-
malized curvature extracted from different zones of the C flame
brush, characterized by the mean values of the combustion progress
variable specified in legends. (b) Variations in the probabilities of
δ−1L ∇ ·n> 1 and δ−1L ∇ ·n<−1 in the flame brush.
FIG. 9. Extreme (over transverse plane and time) values of (a)
local heat release rate normalized using the peak heat release rate in
the unperturbed laminar flame and (b) normalized dilatation Θ∗ vs.
mean combustion progress variable. In the right panel, both positive
and negative extreme values are plotted using the same line style for
each flame, but different colors (red and black, respectively).
unity to 12 (Fig. 7d) yields an increase in the local dilatational593
dissipation rate by two orders of magnitude.594
Such local perturbations are expected at low values of c̄,595
because positively curved reaction zones are localized at the596
leading edge of the mean flame brush. Indeed, Fig. 8a shows597
that the PDF of local curvature ∇ ·n normalized using the598
laminar flame thickness δL is shifted to positive values at the599
leading edge (c̄ = 0.05) when compared to the middle of the600
flame brush (c̄ = 0.5) or its trailing edge (c̄ = 0.95). As a601
result, the probability of δ−1L ∇ ·n being larger than unity is602
the highest at low c̄ and decreases with increasing c̄ (Fig. 8b).603
On the contrary, the probability of δ−1L ∇ ·n<−1 is increased604
by c̄.605
While results reported in Figs. 7 and 8 appear to be consis-606
tent with the assumption that the diffusive-thermal effects con-607
tribute substantially to significant values of dilatational dissi-608
pation rate observed in Fig. 1f at small c̄, inspection of other609
DNS data does not support this hypothesis. For instance, Fig.610
9 shows that the maximum (over transverse plane and time)611
values of heat release rate and dilatation (i) depend weakly on612
the mean combustion progress variable in flames A and B and613
(ii) peak at values of c̄ that are larger than values of c̄ associ-614
ated with the highest dilatational dissipation rate in flame C.615
The decrease in the extreme values of the normalized ΩT and616
Θ
∗ with the mean combustion progress variable is attributed617
to the rapid turbulence decay in case C, as seen in Fig. 1f.618
Moreover, Fig. 10 indicates that the probability of finding619
a local heat release rate larger than its maximum value in the620
unperturbed laminar flame peaks in the middle of the flame621
brush, rather than at low c̄. Furthermore, Fig. 11 shows that a622
ratio of dilatational and solenoidal dissipation rates (the same623
rates are plotted in Fig. 1f in another format) does not exhibit624
a peak at the leading edge of the flame brush in case C, but is625
increased with c̄ up to c̄ ≈ 0.8. This increase can be attributed626
to the turbulence decay, because the dilatational dissipation627
rate plays a more important role at lower Ka, as shown in Fig.628
1f.629
Thus, results reported in Figs. 10 and 11 imply that the sig-630
FIG. 10. Probability of finding a local heat release rate larger than



























































































































FIG. 11. Ratio of dilatational and solenoidal dissipation rates vs.
mean combustion progress variable in flame C.
nificant dilatational dissipation rates encountered at low c̄ in631
case C are unlikely to be caused by the diffusive-thermal ef-632
fects. Indeed, since the mean thickness of flame C is compa-633
rable with the laminar flame thickness (δt ≈ 3δL), the proba-634
bility that reaction zones perturbed by turbulent eddies appear635
at a low c̄ is very low. On the contrary, turbulence-controlled636
dilatation can be observed in preheat zones at a low c̄ and a637
curve plotted in black dotted lines in Fig. 9b does show that638
the magnitude of negative (turbulence-controlled) dilatation is639
highest at low c̄ in case C. Accordingly, the significant dilata-640
tional dissipation rates found at low c̄ in case C are associated641
with the the influence of turbulence on molecular mixing in642
the preheat zones, rather than with the diffusive-thermal ef-643
fects. Nevertheless, such effects could play a role in the mid-644
dle of the flame brush, where (i) the maximum values of the645
local heat release rate and dilatation are still high (Fig. 9),646
and (ii) the probability of finding ΩT larger than its maximum647
value in the unperturbed laminar flame peaks (Fig. 10). This648
issue requires further study and will be a subject for future649
research.650
IV. CONCLUSIONS651
DNS data obtained by three independent research groups652
using different numerical codes and methods (e.g., single-step653
chemistry and complex chemistry flames) from six different654
premixed turbulent flames associated with flamelet, thin re-655
action zone, and broken reaction zone regimes of turbulent656
burning were analyzed to evaluate total, solenoidal, and di-657
latational dissipations. Results show that dilatational dissipa-658
tion can be larger than solenoidal dissipation in the flamelet659
regime and is also significant even in the thin reaction zone660
regime.661
Moreover, certain physical arguments and numerical results662
imply that dilatational dissipation could play a role even in663
highly turbulent flames due to the influence of turbulence on664
molecular mixing in the local flame zones characterized by665
negligible heat release rate. In particular, due to this phys-666
ical mechanism, local dilation can be negative and have a667
large magnitude in the leading zone of the highly turbulent668
flame C (Ka > 100). As a result, a ratio of dilatational and669
solenoidal dissipations does not vanish in that zone, but stays670
close to 0.15. Moreover, while local dilatation and heat re-671
lease rate correlate very well in the complex-chemistry flames672
IIS, A, and B associated with the flamelet and thin reaction673
zone regimes of premixed turbulent burning, such a correla-674
tion is substantially less pronounced at low c̄ in the complex-675
chemistry flame C characterized by the highest Karlovitz676
number, thus, indicating again importance of the turbulence-677
controlled dilatation in that highly turbulent flame.678
DNS data obtained from four lean hydrogen-air flames also679
show that local heat release rate and dilatation can reach val-680
ues that are significantly (by an order of magnitude in case681
C) larger than the peak values of these quantities in the un-682
perturbed laminar flames, with the effect magnitudes being683
increased by Karlovitz number. These findings are attributed684
to local heating and enrichment of reacting mixture due to im-685
balance of molecular fluxes of reactants and heat to and from,686
respectively, reaction zones wrinkled and strained by turbu-687
lent eddies. Such effects can also contribute to a substantial688
role played by dilatational dissipation in premixed turbulent689
flames.690
To our knowledge, the present study provides the first ev-691
idence of the importance of dilatational dissipation in pre-692
mixed turbulent flames characterized by low Mach numbers.693
In addition, the study shows that the influence of combustion-694
induced thermal expansion on dissipation rate is not limited to695
an increase in the mixture viscosity by the temperature.696
A substantial role played by dilatational dissipation in pre-697
mixed turbulent flames casts doubts on the direct application698
of conventional constant-density turbulence models for sim-699
ulations of premixed burning. To further investigate dilata-700
tion and dilatational dissipation in premixed turbulent flames,701
a parametric DNS study aimed at exploring the function f on702
the right hand side of Eq. (5) appears to be of interest. To703
extend the range of considered parameters, such a study could704
be performed in the case of a single-step chemistry. Moreover,705
term-by-term analysis of the exact equation for dilatation ap-706
pears to be of interest also and will be the subject of future707
work.708
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